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‘Design with Nature’
and influence how water
is used, runs off the land,
and reaches streams:

Part C – Influence the Form and Function
of the Built Environment
Chapter No. & Title

Key Messages

3

Convening for Action
in British Columbia

Influence choices. Encourage action. Provide tools.
Establish ‘design with nature’ precedents. Transform
communities of interest into communities of practice.

a.

A Vision for WaterCentric Planning

Recognize that water is a form maker. Plan with a view
to water. Balance settlement, economy and ecology.
Integrate missions, mandates and accountabilities

b.

Embrace Shared
Responsibility

Understand and care about the goal. Choose to be
enabled. Choose to act. Focus on how people interact.
Decide what tools will achieve the goal. Implement.

c.

Design with Nature

Build the vision, create the legacy. Green communities.
Soften the ‘water footprint’. Choose designs that mimic
the Natural Water Balance.

d.

Develop Tools &
Talent

Bridge the gap between those who decide what to do
and those who drive the details. Focus on knowledge
leading to action. Deal with uncertainty. Manage risk.

e.

Implement a Regional
Team Approach

Embrace the 4Cs: communicate, cooperate, coordinate
and collaborate. Look beyond boundaries. Align efforts
at a watershed scale. Move forward as a group.
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3. Convening for Action
in British Columbia
Released in 2004, the Water Sustainability Action
Plan for British Columbia (i.e. “the Action Plan”)
recognizes that the greatest impact on water, land
and water resources occurs through our individual
values, choices and behaviour.

Inform Provincial Policy
For the past decade, the Action Plan has provided
a partnership umbrella for championing processes
and projects that inform Provincial policy through
the shared responsibility model. The Action Plan
products represent a continuum, with policy at one
end, and pragmatic applications and tools at the
other end. The Action Plan initially comprised six
elements, has evolved, and has coined terms that
are part of the practitioner vocabulary in BC:

Influence Choices
Land planning and water use practices are
intertwined. For this reason, an Action Plan goal is
to influence choices and encourage action by
individuals and organizations - so that water
resource stewardship is an integral part of land
use and daily living - at all levels, from the province
to the household; and in all sectors, from
consumptive to ecosystem support uses.
Sustainable and resilient communities are all
about choices – choices that become reality
very quickly, with lasting consequences. Much
depends on getting the choices right.

What - So What - Now What - Then What: Figure
18 illustrates the ‘BC Process’ for leading and
implementing change. Launched in February 2005
at a water resource conference in Kelowna,
Convening for Action is a provincial initiative that
supports innovation on-the-ground.
Implementing change is primarily a people matter,
not a technical one. Bridging the gap between
interest and practice involves motivating practitioners
to engage in ways that provide sufficient meaning to
inspire them and lead to action.
The BC Process transforms ‘communities of
interest’ into ‘communities of practice’.

Move from Talk to Action: In 2007, Ray Fung
Focus on Outcomes: Part C is written for those
who wish to understand how Action Plan initiatives
influence land and water practitioners. The storyline
that follows is organized in five parts:







A Vision for Water-Centric Planning
Embrace Shared Responsibility
Design with Nature
Develop Tools and Talent
Implement a Regional Team Approach

stated: “Convening for Action is our mantra. When we
gather, it is for a purpose. There must be an action
item or an outcome. Our aim is to
move from talk to action by
developing tools, building capacity,
and providing training.” Ray Fung is
the Director of Engineering &
Transportation, District of West
Vancouver. He is a Past-Chair of both the BC Water
Sustainability Committee (2003-2008) and BC Green
Infrastructure Partnership (2008-2012).
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Integrated Watershed Management and Designing with Nature
underpin the ‘BC Process’ for Moving from Awareness to Action

The Water Sustainability Action Plan for BC
promotes the watershed as a fundamental
planning unit:
“Integrated water management involves
consideration of land, water, air and living
organisms – including humans – as well as
the interactions among them. The Action
Plan will use existing and emerging
government policies, legislation and
programs as fundamental starting points
and will build on these.”
– extract from Executive Summary

BC Process
for implementing change

Figure 18
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a. A Vision for WaterCentric Planning
Water-centric planning means planning with a
view to water – whether for a single site or the
entire province. At the core of the approach is a
water balance way-of-thinking and acting.

The Genesis

Move Towards Settlement,
Economy and Ecology in Balance
The long-term wellbeing for a community,
watershed or region is about sustainability of what
communities allow or prevent happening on the
land. Wellbeing is about balancing settlement
activity, economy and ecology. Since 2006, this
has been an Action Plan focus, with an emphasis
on how to protect and restore hydrologic integrity.

Released by the Greater Vancouver Regional
District in March 2002, a Watershed / LandscapeBased Approach to Community Planning was
incorporated as an element of the Action Plan; and
subsequently morphed (in 2005) into what is now
known as “water-centric planning“(Figure 19). In
its simplest expression this means:
Protection of people and property from natural
hazards.
Protection and conservation of self-sustaining
ecosystems.
Continuation and growth of resource-based
economic activity.
Provision of an affordable, sustainable and
maintainable infrastructure.
Make resource, land use and community
design decisions with an eye towards their
potential impact on the watershed.

Water is a Form Maker: Watersheds are defining
landscapes that serve the needs of human
settlements and provide natural habitats and their
integral ecological systems. In numerous ways,
the built environment has to adapt to watershed
features and water movements to maintain viable
settlements.
The designing with nature approach to
community design is fundamental to achieving
watershed sustainability from any perspective.

Water Brings People Together: At a workshop
hosted by the Partnership in 2014, and titled ‘How
Managing Water Now…Will Shape the
Future’, pollster and researcher Angus
McAllister reported that: “Through my
polling research, I have learned that
people are hardwired to water, at both
the functional and emotional levels. It
is no accident that we like to gather
around water coolers and watering holes. Water
brings people together. It is a natural starting point for
any conversation about common interests, and by
extension, our shared future." Angus McAllister is the
President of McAllister Opinion Research.

Living Water Smart: Several years after release of
Living Water Smart in 2008, Lynn Kriwoken stated
that: “Living Water Smart is an idea that
people are embracing. It is a plan that is
as much about land as water….because
only with healthy water can we enjoy all
the values that we take for granted. If we
can show how to get the water part right, then other
parts are more likely to follow.” Lynn Kriwoken is an
Executive Director in the BC Ministry of Environment.
Her responsibilities encompass the Living Water
Smart development and implementation program.
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As defined in the Water Sustainability Action Plan,
‘Water‐Centric Planning’ means….

Action Plan Vision

Goal

Stewardship of a limited and vital
resource, water, actively supported by
an aware and enlightened citizenry

Create the Future
Together

How to Create the Future
We will plan with a view to water – whether for a site, a
region, or the province
We will integrate missions, mandates and accountabilities
We will move towards a water balance way‐of‐thinking
and acting to deal with risk and manage uncertainty
Source: Outreach archives for Water Sustainability Action Plan

DESIRED OUTCOME:
“In an ‘integrated landscape’,
water is the unifying element.”
Patrick Lucey
Aquatic Ecologist
January 2005

Figure 19
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b. Embrace Shared
Responsibility
The Shared Responsibility Matrix (Figure 20) is a
decision support tool. During the 2-year period
2007 through 2009, it evolved from a set of generic
“what we would like to do” questions that were
framed through the eyes of engineering and
planning practitioners in local government.

Responsibility Matrix Explained
The Responsibility Matrix is designed to
encourage players in a process to share their
perspectives on how to advance implementation
of Water Balance and Green Infrastructure goals.
It is structured in two parts to:
Top Half - focus on the linkages between
goal, party and tool – and how people interact
and/or collaborate to achieve community
development goals.
Bottom Half - illustrate application of the
Matrix by providing an example of who needs
to do what to achieve a desired outcome.
Imagine what tools or procedures would
remove barriers and allow parties in the
process to fulfil their pieces of the puzzle.

How Government Works in BC
The relationship between the provincial and local
levels of government in BC has evolved differently
than in other provinces, with a history of
recognizing and appreciating local autonomy.
As a result, BC local government is among the
most autonomous in Canada, and the BC
provincial government is perhaps the least
prescriptive province.
Historically, the Province has enabled local
government by providing policy and legal tools in
response to requests from local government.
Local governments can choose to act, or not.

Choose to Act: In general, being enabled means
the onus is on local government to take the
initiative. Historically, the Province has recognized
that communities are in the best position to
develop solutions which meet their own unique
needs and local conditions. This approach
underpins, for example, Asset Management for
Sustainable Service Delivery: A BC Framework.
BC’s enabling history, guiding philosophy and
culture is a driver for local governments to
embrace Shared Responsibility.

Talk to Each Other: Susan Rutherford developed

Care About the Goal: When the City of Surrey

the Responsibility Matrix to inform and educate: “All
of us have an impact on land, on water, and on the
way things look. Policy and legal tools can help
developers, regulators and designers
collaborate to implement green
infrastructure solutions and ensure
responsible outcomes. Each party in
the process has a responsibility. There
are solutions to be found if all parties
simply talk to each other about how they could all
work together more effectively," stated Susan
Rutherford in 2009. At the time, she represented
West Coast Environmental Law Foundation on the
BC Green Infrastructure Partnership. Currently,
Susan is Legal Counsel at Metro Vancouver.

hosted the ‘2009 Water Balance Model and Green
Infrastructure Forum’, Vincent
Lalonde stated: “Once we know
what we want our watersheds
and neighbourhoods to look
like, the next step is to decide
what the tools are that will get
us there. All of us need to understand and care about
the goal if we are to create the future that we all want.
So we designed the 2009 Forum to start a dialogue
between policy-makers and project implementers
about shared responsibility.” Vincent Lalonde is
currently the City Manager. At the time, he was
General Manager, Engineering.
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Shared Responsibility illustrated with an example…

IMAGINE:
Each party in the process has a
responsibility. Focus on the
linkages between goal, party and
tool to determine who needs to
do what to achieve a desired
outcome.
“If someone says something is not
working – that barriers prevent
success ‐ then our challenge for
them is: Think about what would
make it work, and what are you
going to do to make that alignment
of goals happen? Our theme is
‘imagine’.”
“What we have in mind when we
say ‘imagine’ is that players would
imagine a legal tool or procedure
that would ensure that barriers are
removed or other parties in the
process more effectively fulfil their
piece of the sustainable
development puzzle.”
“Imagine what we could each do
differently. There are solutions to
be found. Our actions influence
whether others will succeed, and
our own achievement of goals is
influenced by how we are
supported. We are all working at
this together and we all have a role
to play.”
Susan Rutherford
from ‘Shared Responsibility Underpins a
Regional Team Approach to Creating Our
Future in British Columbia’, December 2009,
Water Sustainability Action Plan for BC

Source: Beyond the Guidebook 2010: Implementing a New Culture
for Urban Watershed Protection and Restoration in British Columbia

Figure 20
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c. Design with Nature
Chapter 1 introduced ‘designing with nature’ as a
guiding philosophy for water-centric design. This
section elaborates on how this holistic approach to
community development is communicated.

Build the Vision,
Create a Legacy
Figure 21 presents the educational backdrop that
has guided implementation of the Action Plan.
Commencing with release of the Stormwater
Guidebook in 2002, the mantra has been: Build the
Vision, Create a Legacy. Initially (2002), building
blocks for leading and managing change were
defined as:
Achievable and Affordable Goals: Apply a
science-based approach to create a shared
vision for protecting or improving the health of
individual watersheds over time.
Participatory Decision Process: Build
stakeholder consensus and support for
implementing change; and agree on
expectations and performance targets.
Commitment from Everyone: Take action to
holistically integrate water management with
land development practices.
In 2004, the design with nature ‘mind-map’
was created to conceptualize how to connect
the dots (bottom image in Figure 21).

Hierarchy of Green Vocabulary
In 2007, the Action Plan introduced the following
hierarchy of ‘green’ vocabulary. This informed a
common understanding plus initiated a change in
thinking about servicing of land development:
Green Value means land use strategies that
accommodate settlement needs in practical
ways while protecting the ecological resources
upon which communities depend.
Design with Nature is an approach to achieve
Green Value, and is supportive of community
goals that relate to building social capacity.
Green Infrastructure is the on-the-ground
application of Design with Nature policies and
practices for development and servicing.
Water Sustainability is achieved through
Green Infrastructure practices that reflect a full
understanding of the relationship between land
and water, and how water reaches streams.
Green Infrastructure - Differentiate Engineered
from Natural: Green infrastructure design takes a
‘design with nature’ approach, to both mitigate the
potential impacts of existing and future
development and to provide valuable services.
Implement engineered designs that mimic the
Natural Water Balance and thereby soften the
Water Footprint of development.

Strive for a Balance: "Designing with nature is
Guidance for Aligning Local Actions: "If one
goes back 10 years, there was a void of policy and
legislation. There is now clear
guidance for aligning local actions
with provincial and regional goals to
'design with nature' so that British
Columbians can create greener
communities, live water smart and prepare for
climate change," stated Glen Brown in 2010.

efficient. It amounts to using income from natural
capital rather than drawing down the resource.
Human settlement should be in
relative balance with the ecology
that supports it. This condition is
prerequisite for designing with
nature and it supports better control
of the life-cycle costs of providing infrastructure for
the built environment,” wrote Tim Pringle in 2011. He
developed the above hierarchy of Green Vocabulary.
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Build the Vision, Create a Legacy means……

BUILD THE VISION:
"Fundamental change in the scope of
rainwater / stormwater planning,
development standards, construction
and operations will only happen if
there is a broad understanding as to
why the changes are needed, what
they are, and how they can be
practically implemented. The ability of
consumers and the development
community to adapt will then set the
pace of change.”
Erik Karlsen,
Province of BC
co‐author, The Tenth Paradigm,
an article published in 2002

Source: Outreach archives for Water Sustainability Action Plan

CREATE A LEGACY:
"A shared long‐term vision is needed
to focus the effort that will create a
legacy. The shared vision provides a
context for all planning, data
collection, sensitivity analyses, capital
expenditures, and regulatory changes.
prioritizing goals and actions (ideally
through consensus) provides a road
map for moving towards a target
condition.”
Robert Hicks
Metro Vancouver
co‐author, The Tenth Paradigm,
an article published in 2002

Figure 21
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d. Develop Tools &
Talent
The Action Plan mission is to develop tools and
talent, and focus practitioners on outcomes. Tools
include calculation, communication and education.

Outreach & Continuing Education
The pyramid diagram on Figure 22 has guided
Action Plan implementation of a layered approach
to communicating with a range of audiences. A
goal of ongoing outreach and continuing education
is to ‘bridge the gap’ between those who decide
what to do and those who drive the details.

Web-Based Tools
Calculators that support Living Water Smart
targets and actions include the Water Balance
Model, Water Balance Model Express, Water
Conservation Calculator, Agricultural Water
Demand Model, Landscape Irrigation Calculator
and Agricultural Irrigation Calculator.

What Outcome-Oriented Means: The ‘convening
for action’ experience has demonstrated that four
ingredients will be in the mix when practitioners in
a local government setting undertake to focus on
and achieve a desired outcome (such as balance
‘OUT = IN’). They will have to collaborate to:
1. Define the problem

Web-based calculators support water-centric
planning and water balance thinking.

2. Declare the community’s values
3. Select and apply the right tools
4. Wrestle with the solutions

Water OUT = Water IN
Unveiled in 2005, Figure 22 is a communication
tool. Deceptively simple, the ‘OUT = IN’ equation
embodies basic principles and concepts for
dealing with uncertainty and managing risk.
A key message is that vulnerability on the IN side
of the equation results in a need to build resiliency
on the OUT side. In turn, this reinforces the value
of ‘design with nature’ practices that would yield
cumulative benefits in a community over time.

Go Back to the Basics: Robert Hicks, a Senior
Engineer with Metro Vancouver, co-created the ‘OUT
= IN’ equation. In 2005, he stated that: "A core
message is that the OUT = IN
equation is variable on both sides.
Something to think about is that in
mathematics one cannot solve for
two variables with a single
equation. In other words, it is time for practitioners to
go back to the basics and re-think how we approach
water resource analysis and planning.”

It is about hard work and applying common sense.
Mutual support and the shared process are also
critical. Focus on values and actions. Keep it
simple. Find a starting point that is intuitive to
everyone. Ensure actions are practical and easy
to implement.
A focus on knowledge leading to action, and
on sharing, is building capacity and support for
meeting BC’s water sustainability challenges.

Function as a Team: Tim Pringle observes that:
“Outcome-oriented planning is a problem-solving
PROCESS. It is not a procedure.
It is not a matter of applying a
regulation or a checklist. Going
through a process becomes
‘talent development’. Participants
have to be committed to the
outcome. To get there, they have to function as a
team. It is the talent development process that
enables development of outcome-oriented plans. It is
very definitely a grounded approach.”
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‘Mimic the Water Balance’ to deal with uncertainty
and manage risk means…..

CONSISTENT MESSAGING,
CONSISTENT UNDERSTANDING:
An Action Plan goal is to influence
what the Built Environment will look
like. Through a tiered approach to
outreach and continuing education:
An Action Plan objective is to inform
and influence decision‐makers and
community, and educate and train
practitioners, about ‘designing with
nature’ to achieve a balance for
‘Water OUT = Water IN’

BUILD RESILIENCY:
This deceptively simple equation embodies
principles and concepts for dealing with
uncertainty, managing risk, and implementing
a holistic approach to land and water
management. Over time, the safety factor has
been decreasing in BC.

Source: Report on Penticton ‘Water OUT = Water IN’ Workshop,
Water Sustainability Action Plan, April 2005

“Climate change is aggravating an existing
vulnerability. When we are vulnerable on
the IN side of the equation, ewe then have
to build in resiliency on the OUT side. But
where will we do that, recognizing that
everything is in flux? The answer is that we
look for the little things that will yield
cumulative benefits.
Kim Stephens
Fraser Basin Council Workshop
November 2007

Figure 22
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e. Implement a
Regional Team
Approach
Part A introduced the Regional Team Approach as
a way to align efforts, learn from each other, and
demonstrate what Shared Responsibility looks like
in practice. This section provides a bridge to the
five regional stories in Part D.

Communicate, Cooperate,
Coordinate, Collaborate – The 4Cs
In 2008, Vancouver Island was selected as the
provincial demonstration region for a Regional
Team Approach that would showcase how to
achieve this Living Water Smart target:
By 2012, all land and water managers will
know what makes a stream healthy, and
therefore be able to help land and water users
factor in new approaches to securing stream
health and the full range of stream benefits –

Collaboration Continuum
Figure 23 illustrates the Collaboration Continuum
and provides context for articulating goals and
desired outcomes for inter-regional collaboration.
In 2013, the five partnering regions formed an IREI
Inter-Regional Leadership Team. In 2014, they
delivered an Inter-Regional Collaboration Series,
which is on the cusp of Cooperate / Coordinate.

As of 2015, the five regions are poised to
collaborate on how to integrate natural
systems thinking into asset management.

Appreciate the Nuances: At the IREI inter-regional
collaboration session hosted by the Comox Valley in
June 2014, Nancy Gothard (Environmental Planner,
City of Courtenay) explained the continuum: “There
are distinctions along the continuum. Competing is at
one end and is the opposite of collaboration!
Integration of work plans and
resources is at the other end. This
tells us that we should be clear as to
what is our goal on the continuum.
Some people think that talking to
each other is collaboration, but does
that mean they are collaborating on action? Not
necessarily. And then there are those who get their
backs up at the mention of collaboration. In other
words, there are many nuances in the continuum and
it is important to appreciate those nuances.”

reference p 43, Living Water Smart

Local Governments are Convening for Action:
Part D presents synopses of five regional stories
about local governments that are moving forward
with water-centric planning. Some key messages:









inter-regional deliverables benefit all
a focus on action creates value
yields insights into different pathways
facilitates cross-pollinating of ideas
can talk to peers in other regions
brainstorming leads to understanding
learning from other partners is time-saving
moving forward as a group
Collaboration is leading to shared language
and a unified message.

The 4Cs: “To recap: WHY we are going down this
pathway – it is about obtaining added value and a
reduction in the Water Footprint. This leads to a
balance between economy and
ecology. And as for the HOW aspect:
if we are going to align efforts on a
watershed scale, then getting it right
at the front-end means looking
beyond our boundaries to envision the bigger
picture…..in other words, global thinking for local
action. It means we are communicating and
cooperating with others to ensure that our
collaborative results are coordinated in a timely
manner,” stated Derek Richmond in 2009.
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The Collaboration Continuum: Build the Vision, Create a Legacy
Different Points of Entry; Different Scales of Interaction
COLLABORATE TO ACHIEVE THIS LIVING WATER SMART ACTION:
“All land and water managers will understand what makes a stream healthy,
and therefore be able to help land and water users factor in new approaches
to securing stream health and the full range of stream benefits.” – p. 43

DESIRED OUTCOME:
Integration of Natural Systems Thinking Into Asset Management

2014 Georgia Basin Inter‐Regional Collaboration Series

Source: Adapted from Kania & Kramer, 2013

Within an
organization?

Across
regions?
Within a
region?
Figure 23
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